Freshman vote in Voting low
new represenatives last spring
By Danielle De Name and
Brian Corasaniti
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Last week’s Sacred Heart
University student government
freshman elections resulted in
six new class officers and a 15
percent increase in voting over
last spring’s general and class
elections.
Approximately 33 percent
of all SHU freshman voted in
the elections, compared to 18
percent of all SHU sophomores,
juniors and seniors last election.
The newly appointed offi
cers are President Tom Pesce,
Vice President Kenneth Harris,
Secretary Bonnie Hanlon, and
Senators Josh Slack, Curtis
Geib, and Melissa Mezzina.
Commuter Senator and
Treasurer position is available
and interviews are being held
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By Jerry Booth
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Contributing Writer

Adults in Higher Education
Working
for
Accelerated
Degrees program is providing
an opportunity for night students
to complete two to four year
degrees in half the time.
The AHEAD program was
created to give working adult
students the ability to earn an

associate or baccalaureate
degree in business administra
tion, finance, and international
business.
“The AHEAD program is
an excellent way for me to get
my degree,’’ said Jan Eccles, a
freshman in the AHEAD pro
gram, who has returned to
school after several years in the
workforce.
“It’s hard to get back into
the study habits, but it comes
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back to you eventually. You
have to get into the mindset.
The AHEAD program has
helped bring it all back,” said
Eccles.
The AHEAD program con
sists of five terms per year.
Courses run seven and a half
weeks per term. Classes meet
either two nights a week for two

See AHEAD, Page 2

Forget officially academic VP

Media Studies getin

lotball lose

Editor’s Note: Danielle De Name is
News Editor and Brian Corasaniti is
Co-Editor-in-Chief.

Adult students get AHEAD
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this week.
All the newly elected repre
sentatives said they are looking
forward to the job ahead of them
this year
“I’d like to represent the
Class of 2003 to the best of my
ability... I hope to learn through
out the year how to be the best
senator I can be,’’ said Geib.
Some ideas they are hoping
to address include expanding
the mailroom’s hours and look
ing at Flik’s pricing policies.
Unity among the class was a
common theme expressed by
the new officers as well.
Hanlon said she is looking
forward to getting to know
everybody in the class and get
ting them to work together.

Sacred Heart University
announced the appointment of
Thomas V. Forget as vice presi
dent for Academic Affairs. He
has served as the division’s
interim president for the past
year.
In this capacity. Forget will
continue to provide leadership
for SHU’s academic program
through its four colleges; Arts
and
Sciences,
Business,
Education
and
Health
Professions, and University
College. He also works closely
with
SHU’s Center for
Christian-Jewish
Understanding.
“Dr. Forget brings an
extraordinary understanding and
commitment to Catholic higher
education and to the mission of
Sacred Heart University as a
comprehensive Catholic univer
sity,” said Anthony J. Cemera,
president of SHU. “He is an
educator with strong leadership

Thomas V. Forget
and management skills and is
well suited to work with the
deans and faculty to provide an
excellent education for our stu
dents.”
“I am grateful for this
opportunity to lead the contin
ued effort for excellent teaching,
creative scholarship, and gener
ous service which characterize
the academic program of the

University,” said Forget. “I look
forward to working with the fac
ulty, the college deans, and the
other
members
of
the
University’s academic team in
providing exciting, engaging,
and challenging learning for all
out students.”
Forget was appointed inter
im vice president of Academic
Affairs in August, 1998, follow
ing service as interim vice presi
dent
for
Institutional
Advancement. He joined SHU
in 1996 as executive assistant to
the president.
Prior to his employment at
SHU, Forget held leadership
positions at Catholic school in
the Bronx and Yonkers, N.Y.
Forget received the Ph.D. in
educational administration from
Fordham University, where he
also earned a master’s degree in
religious education and a bache
lor’s degree in theology.
He lives in College Point,
N.Y., with his wife, Allison, and
their two children.

By Brenda Mendez
Contributing Writer

Results from previous
Student Government voting
suggest that participation in the
overall process is lacking.
Denise Tiberio, assistant
dean of students, said the major
ity of students do not take part
in elections because they fear
that a landslide effect will cause
their vote not to make a differ
ence, so students do not bother
voting.
“During the spring of 1999
overall elections, out of approx
imately 2,300 students, only
414 participated in the voting
process, which amounts to only
18 percent,” said Tiberio. “I
rarely see these numbers fluctu
ate.”
“There are two different
types of students,” said Brandi
Blevins, vice president of stu
dent government for the Student
Events Team. “Those who are
involved in the social scene and
those who care about academ
ics. The second group usually
responds more to student gov
ernment elections.”
According to the 19992000 pamphlet published by
student government, its mission
is to listen to students and artic
ulate views regarding student
related concerns to faculty,
staff, and administration.
“There are only about 12
students in student government
offices every day running the
entire student body,” said
Blevins. “I would like to see
that number increase.”
“As a whole, student gov
ernment cares a lot about the
school,” said Kristi Pacelli,
chairperson of the theme com
mittee for SET. “Student enthu
siasm for activities is starting to
build. I’ve had a lot of fresh
man this semester ask me about
the organization.”
To
promote
student
involvement in the election
process, advertisement signs are
posted throughout campus and
global e-mails are sent by com
mittee members to inform stu
dents of the candidates.
“We can’t force anyone to
vote,” said Deidre A. Eller,
coordinator of the first year
experience. “Some students see
the advertisements and the vot
ing booths, but they walk right
by. The same thing happens in
regular elections.”
Tiberio said voter apathy
definitely exists. “Students
need to utilize the student gov-

See Voting, Page 3
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News Briefs

SHU students visit United Nations

New director appointed for LEADS program
Garth T. Kartner has been appointed director of the
Leadership Education for Adult Students program at
Sacred Heart University.
Created last year, the program is designed for
working adults with prior post-secondary study.
Students are expected to bring significant work and life
experience to the classroom. In addition to specific
course work in many dimensions of leadership, the
program brings together the content of many tradition
al disciplines- history, art, literature, philosophy, reli
gion, sociology, psychology, and political science.
Katner spent the past six years at St. Norbert
College in De Pere, Wis., where he held the rank of
assistant professor political science. For three sum
mers, he served as a visiting professor at the University
of Tulza in Boznia-Herzogovina.

Kidder director of Derby, Shelton campuses
Sacred Heart University announced the appoint
ment of Thomas J. Kidder as director of its Derby and
Shelton campuses.
In this capacity, he will guide all aspects of pro
gramming and development management for the two
branch campuses in the Naugatuck Valley. Kidder
joined SHU in 1998 as a member of the leadership
studies faculty.
Prior to SHU, Kidder served as a grant developer
and administrator at Middlesex Community-Technical
College in Middletown, and an assistant professor at
Western Connecticut State University in Danbury.
Kidder is pursuing a doctorate in social work at
Fordham University, where he earned a master’s
degree in social work. He holds a bachelor’s degree in
philosophy and religious studies from Southern
Connecticut State University.
-Compiled by Danielle DeName

Some SHU students walk around the United Nations Security Counsel last Sunday.
The trip, sponsored by the International/Multicultural Center, brought a busload of
students to Manhattan to visit the building and take a guided tour of the UN.

AHEAD; Program helping older students
move forward on a part time schedule
Continued from Page 1
hours and 15 minutes or one
night four for and a half hours.
“The AHEAD program has
worked out perfect for me. It is
easy to fit the classes into my
schedule. They don’t interfere
with my work schedule,” said
Sue Maugeri, a junior in the pro

gram.
The core curriculum is the
same for all SHU majors, allow
ing students to take accelerated
classes to meet core require
ments.
AHEAD classes are offered
at five locations; the Fairfield
campus, Stamford, Danbury,
Derby, and Shelton.
“The locations are great. I

don’t have to rush from work to
get to class,” said Maugeri, who
goes to the Derby site.
“It’s nice that school is just
five minutes away from work,”
said Eccles, who also attends the
Derby site.
Questions
about
the
AHEAD program can be
answered by the Continuing
Education Office at 371-7830.
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Nil Epsilon Omega looking to
Public Safety Releases
get back on track this year
Incident Reports from Sept 24 to Oct 5
after recent period of inactivity
By Danielle De Name and
Melissa Greenhalgh
Nu Epsilon Omega, a soror
ity that was once inactive, is
slowly resurfacing after gaining
new members to help reactivate
the organization.
The sorority lost many of its
members due to many of the
senior sisters upon graduation,
resulting in the loss of activity.
A group of last year’s freshmen
decided to facilitate the new
growth of the sorority.
“We wanted to start our
own sorority and then we were
told about this one,” said
Kristina Kalin, a sophomore
member. “I liked their cause and
wanted to help make it active
again,” she added.
The girls’ main focus is to
help those who deal with domes
tic violence and the support of
battered women and children.
The sorority participates in proj
ects such as the Alpha House
and the Caroline House, helping
those who are less fortunate.
According to Shari Lamont,
advisor of Greek Life, Nu

Voting: 18
percent voter ,
turnout in '99
Continuedfrom Page 1
emment as the resource that it is
and realize that the elected work
hard on the various events,”
said Tiberio.
“Student
Government is the voice of our
student body.”
Jason Slattery, student gov
ernment president, said in the
current student government
pamphlet there is a need for stu
dent to become involved and
express their opinions, issues,
or concerns.

Contributed Photo

The sisters of Nu Epsilon Omega gets ready for a fresh start
this year after a recent period of inactivity.
Epsilon Omega is on active pro
bation, which means that they
can still take part in community
services as an organization. The
girls are not allowed to have a
pledge class until they go before
the Greek Council during the
first week of February and are
officially off of probation.
“I am happy that we are
active again,” said Dana Fusco,
vice president of the sorority.
“Right now we want to work on

building unity between our cur
rent members and our new
members.”
With 20 active members,
the girls are looking forward to
rushing new members. Nu
Epsilon Omega is recognized as
one of the oldest sororities on
campus, founded in 1978.
Editor’s Note:

Danielle De Name is

News Editor and Melissa Greenhalgh is
a Staff Writer.

Popular store accepting
.applications!
For retail help, full time pay is $10 an hour
plus free medical and paid vacations, no
evenings.
You must be friendly, presentableand enthusi
astic and like to gift wrap. Part time pay is
$8-$9 an hour.
Apply at Pennyweights, 124 Elm Street, New
Canaan. Closed Mondays.
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Sept. 24: 5:35 p.m.- East Hall resident reported being harassed
by other students. Residential Life and Bridgeport Police
Department notified.
10:25 p.m.- South Hall fire alarm received; no problem was
found.
Sept. 25: 2:16 a.m.- South Hall fire alarm caused by discharged
fire extinguisher.
2:27 a.m.- Fight in front of South Hall; Officers responded,
dispersed the group, notified Residential Life.
3:52 a.m.- Fight at Parkridge; Officers responded, dispersed
group, notified Residential Life.
11:30 a.m,- Officer observed a vehicle parked in the North
Lot with a window smashed. Student owner located and noti
fied, JFairfield Police also notified.
12:07 p.m.- Officer observed exit signs vandalized in
Jefferson Hill apartments.
11:13 p.m.- Officer observed alcohol violation in the South
Lot; Officer confiscated alcohol from underage students,
dumped out the contents, and referred the matter to Residential
Life and the Dean.
Sept. 26: 1:20 a.m.- Residential Life staff member reported a
West Hall resident injured their head. Officers responded; stu
dent declined medical aid.
1:51 a.m.- Officers assisted Residential Life with disorderly,
intoxicated students behind Parkridge.
12:54 p.m.- Resident of Parkridge Townhouse reported prop
erty stolen, but that they wanted to handle the matter on their
own with the other students involved.
1:28 p.m.- Report of an injured soccer player on the field, 911
called. Fairfield Police, Fire, and American Medical Response
Ambulance responded. University of Maryland student was
transported to the hospital with a head injury.
11:08 p,m.- East Hall resident reported receiving a harassing
telephone call from another student. Public Safety Officers
responded, investigated, and notified Bridgeport Police, who
responded to investigate.
Oct. 1: 12:38 p.m.- Administration Buildings fire alarm; no
problem was found. Buildings and Grounds Deparment notified
of the problem.
3:50 p.m.- Employee reported she injured her .'-.ip while walk
ing fast in the Main Academic Building hallway.
4:00 p.m.- Staff member reported a laptop computer missing
from the Comp USA repair office; missing within the last three
weeks, reported on Oct 1. Fairfield Police Department was noti
fied.
9:08 p.m.- Officer reported someone vandalized the
Parkridge Community Room bathroom.
3:50 a.m.- Officer observed a vehicle speeding in the
Faculty/Staff Lot and they proceeded to the Tennis Court Lot and
took a safety cone from the parking lot. The Officer retrieved the
safety cone from the involved parties.
12:50 p.m.- Officer observed a minor motor vehicle accident
in the North Parking Lot. A note was left on the vehicle that had
been hit.
8:35 p.m.- Officer reported there was a dispute at East Hall
Cafeteria between a resident and a cafeteria employee. Public
Safety investigated.
Oct. 3: 1:30 a.m.- Fire alarm; no problem found.
1:52 a.m.- Parkridge resident reported her boyfriend was
threatening her. Public Safety responded and informed the
boyfriend to leave the premises.
10:59 a.m.- Officer reported a minor motor vehicle accident
in the North Parking Lot; no injuries. Fairfield Police were
called and responded.
11:34 a.m.- Neighbor reported Sacred Heart students renting
a house on Indian Place had a party and left cups and a keg of
beer on the front and back lawn.
12:02 p.m.- Neighbor reported she heard loud noises near her
house between the hours of 11:30 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. She report
ed her mailbox has been broken three times. She reported there
were cups left on her front lawn.
4:35 p.m.- Visitor at the Flea Market reported a University
staff member driving a truck was speeding through the North
Parking Lot.
6:43 p.m.- Jefferson Hill Building three trouble alarm was
caused by burnt food.
10:15 p.m.- East Hall resident reported she was almost hit by
a car while crossing at East Hall. Bridgeport Police were called
and notified of the incident.
Oct. 4: 8:16 a.m.- Administration Building fire alarm; no prob
lem found.
10:06 a.m.- Staff member reported his Casio CD/Cassette
player missing from Buildings and Grounds.
Oct. 5; 2:37 a.m.- South Hail, third tloor fire alarm; no problem
found.
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Elections are pointless if students don’t vote
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Well, once again the Spectrum is complaining
about the lack of participation by the students of SHU
when it comes to campus activities, particularly student
government elections.
We find it hard to believe that the students here are
so overburdened with work that they can't devote one
minute out of their day to vote in the elections. A visit
to the Page on almost any given night doesn't lend
much credibility to that argument.
Props to the freshman for turning out in higher
numbers this year than their older, and supposedly,
wiser classmates, but 33 percent voter turnout is still
low and below national averages for many general
elections. Let's not even get into the 18 percent turnout
we had last spring for class and executive board elec
tions.
How are we supposed to know that the folks that
hold the power in student government are the ones we
as students want in office if 82 freakin' percent of the
students don't bother to vote? But if students can't
even bus their trays in line, how are we to expect
they'll stop by the voting booth on the way out?

The SHU Voices

Media Studies in dire need of improvements
If there’s any major offered at Sacred Heart that is
more neglected than Media Studies, we have yet to see
it.
The Media Studies department consists of one
classroom. The chairs are probably the most uncom
fortable found on campus. Imagine having to sit for
three hours in a cramped, uncomfortable chair while
watching a movie. Even the Art Department, which
protested vividly after it was denied space in the old
gym, has much better conditions than Media Studies., ,
The Media Studies curriculum relies too heavily on
theory and does not really teach students practical
application that can be used in the working world. For
example, several other universities teach students the
ins and outs of using equipment such as sound boards,
cameras, and other production equipment.
At Sacred Heart, the emphasis is put on studying
the effects media has on the public. That may be
important, but it probably will not help the student
after graduation when hands-on experience becomes
crucial.
The University needs to step back and seriously
evaluate Media Studies. Either bulk it up or drop it.

By Jeff Murray

What entertainment act would you like to see at SHU?

S' JfcSW'’

Behle Burns

Jon McShane
Junior
Belmar, N.J.

Junior
Vestavia Hills, Ala.

Noreen Hilin
Junior Massapequa
Park,N.Y

''Richard Simmons,
because my pal Chris
Economy digs him. ”

“Cindy Lauper,
because the ‘8u’s are
cool. ”

“Dave Matthews,
because he seems to
be a favorite.

Strict rules give university identity
Those of us who went to
Catholic school when growing
up probably remember dealing
with a litany of
seemingly stu
pid rules.
Many
Catholic high|
schools still
enforce a strictl
dress code or]
uniform poli
cy. I remem By Matt
ber serving at
Duda
least
one
detention during my tenure at
Bishop Ludden H.S. for a viola
tion of this rule. I think I had the
audacity to wear a denim shirt.
Ask anyone who went to a
public school for their opinion of
their parochial counterparts and
one of the first things they’ll
probably mention is that the
Catholic school kids have to
wear uniforms.
At the time, I went with the
popular opinion that most of my

high school’s rules were lame.
Now I think differently.
Catholic schools are known
for providing education that is
cheaper, better, and more strict
than what the public sector
offers. Their reputation says
that Caholic institutions are dif
ferent, and should not be held to
the same standards of public
institutions.
It should come as no sur
prise, then, that Sacred Heart’s
policies are different than those
at public universities.
Yes, we all complain about
the dry campus, strict inter-visi
tation policies and the like, but
what would our institution be
like without those policies?
It’s rules like these that sep
arate us from the rest of the
crowd. They are a part of what
define us as a Catholic institu
tion.
Last year, there was a com
plaint that Health Services does
not provide birth control to stu

dents.
Abstinence is one of the
focal points of Catholic teach
ing. Why should SHU, a
Catholic Univeristy, sacrifice the
the very values it is rooted in? If
the answer is because its more
convenient for the students’
lifestyles, then maybe that per
son doesn’t belong here in the
first place.
It’s doubtful that any stu
dent at SHU was unaware that
the place is Catholic when filling
out the admissions application.
It’s just as ridiculous to think
that just because the university
caters to adults that it will aban
don its moral teachings to
appease students’ cravings.
A popular argument is that
since we pay $20,000+ to attend
this school, shouldn’t we have a
bit more freedom when it comes
to living in the dorms?
That argument, like it or
not, is a cop-out. It is just like
saying that since you are paying

that lavish sum of cash, you
should be given a diploma after
four years without having to
attend or pass courses.
This isn’t to say that I’ve
never gone against the handbook
or that I don’t bicker about the
rules when they don’t work in
my favor.
In fact, I hate the rule that
prevents me from having a beer
in my dorm room. I think its
silly that I can’t be trusted to
control my alcohol intake. Then
I think of the astronomical dam
age costs incurred by intoxicated
students and the number of
fights caused by guys who’ve
had one too many. It’s people
like them who make the rest of
us look bad.
A friend commented the
other day that people at Sacred
Heart aren’t happy unless they
are complaining. It’s fine to
complain if the intention is to
change the school for the better
and not to compromise its values.

”

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages are
an open forum. Letters to the
editor are encouraged. All
submissions are subject to
editing for spelling, punctua
tion, grammar, clarity and
length. The Spectrum does
not assume copyright for any
published material.
The Spectrum is a stu
dent-run newspaper of Sacred
Heart University, published
every Thursday during the
academic year.
All mail should be sent
to the Spectrum, Sacred
Heart University, 5151 Park
Ave., Fairfield, CT, 064321000. The advertising dead
line is seven days prior to
publication. Office Phone
numbers are (203) 371-7963
or 7966. Fax number is
V(203) 371-7828.
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Letters/Op-Ed

Please submit your letters to the Spectrum ojfice on Mondays between the hours of
10 a.m. and 6p.m. or slip them under the office door. Letters mut be typewritten
and signed and may be edited. Please indicate title or class and telephone number.

Students, staff need to take active roles in changing SHU Criticism of book intended to open eyes, not be sexist
Dear SHU,

Dear Editor,
thing competing in the hierarchy is the
It has been two weeks since I submit individual works of scholars dedicated to a
ted the editorial which criticized the book particular area of study, not the fields of
entitled, "Women Philosophers," and since study themselves. My critic tries to deny
then there has been one student who has such a hierarchy by putting into competi
responded to it. I feel it is necessary to tion the areas of study, and while I don’t
restate the central argument I put forth: that deny such a hierarchy, it is irrelevant to
a book with this title openly declares it is what I am saying.
not interested in the truth, for if it was, it
She says that because she is studying
would not have narrowed its search down congressional elections it doesn’t mean
to the works of only a few women.
that presidential elections are less impor
My critic first responds to this argu tant. I think that her professor had to
ment by requiring a book such as this, "the choose between a number of competing
professor was simply attempting to expand texts. Some were better than others, and
the students’ knowledge in ene particular the professor chose the one he thought
area of philosophy." But what area of phi best. The competition here is between
losophy is this? Science, for example, is intellects and not genders.
composed of a number of areas, such as
I want to highlight that there is nothing
physics. Nowhere in the field of science, intrinsically wrong with such a book, but I
however, will you find a area called, find a problem when it is placed anywhere
"Women Scientists" because the aim of but in a women’s studies program.
such
an area has nothing to do with the
My critic seems to have reduced me
Peter Markey
subject
matter.
down
to a sexist trying to establish some
Junior
Her second point she discusses is my kind of male superiority. I think she mis
Smokers should dispose of cigarettes properly
assertion that education is hierarchical. By understands my message.
Dear Editor,
hierarchical, I mean that we only study the
When I first visited this campus last year, the first thing I noticed was the beau works of people ho have intellectually con Fred Mustafi
tiful landscaping. On Labor Day weekend, as we freshmen moved in, I noticed tributed the most to that subject. The only Senior
again that the landscaping was exceptionally well maintained. Well, now that our
parents have left and tuition checks have been cashed, the condition of the land Residential Life policies more restrictive than living at home
scape has been deteriorating.
I had more freedom and privileges and
The problem isn t the ground’s crew. They do an excellent job keeping the Dear Editor,
Now that we have become legal adults less curfews at home while in high school
campus clean. The problem is the students who are too lazy to put out their ciga
rette butts in the ashtrays. Instead, they insist on throwing their butts out in the in this country and entered college, people than I do here. I understand that this is a
once-beautiful red mulch that the school has put a great deal of money into. A good would generally think that we have much Catholic school and that the religion has its
more freedom: no curfews, no parents to morals, but I believe that we are old
example of the student’s smoking habits can be found in front of South Hall.
explain
where you were the night before, enough, and mature enough to make our
There is a large landscaped area on which many students sit and smoke.
and
no
one
to tell ou what you can and can own decisions. It isn’t the University’s
Surrounding the large landscaped area is two feet of red mulch. This area was beau
not
do.
This
is what I thought coming into fault if a girl gets pregnant; it is her and her
tiful until one week after we students moved in. Now the area is covered in red dots
feHtJmwipng.
,
partner’s decision. By taking this rule
created by hundreds of cigarette butts.
- vi
The rules of South and West Hall say back. Sacred heart will not be promoting
Is there anything that can be done about this? I’ve seen men cleaning up after
SHU’s insensitive smokers. I worked at a Yale library this past summer and in the that from Sunday to Thursday, there are no sexual relations, but giving their students
courtyard, I noticed these funny-looking, tall metal objects. They turned out to be inner-visitations after 1 a.m. On Friday the responsibility they deserve and have
ashtrays. Because of their design, they didn’t look too obnoxious for the presti and Saturday, there is no inner-visitation earned. Is this a question of morals and
gious campus. I don’t know if there is room in our school’s'budget for something after 2 a.m. There are no overnight stays ethics or is this another reason for
between males and females. If a visitor Residential Life to write us up?
extra, but keeping the campus in the condition it used to be should be worth it.
from home is coming for the weekend, they
have to sign in with a member of the same Amy Boss
Karen Kingsbury
sex
and are responsible to be in that room Freshman
Freshman
after visiting hours.
I love Sacred Heart. This is mostly due to the fact that I truly feel like a con
tributing member of the university community and therefore, the school reflects me
in some way. I also like to think that I reflect the school. Yes, I do love SHU despite
the fact that there are no parking spaces, the network is down, class size is too big
and the dorms resemble Folsom. It seems lately as though there is a larger than nor
mal amount of resentment towards the University about the increasing number of
these failed services.
All I can say is that the squeaky wheel gets the oil. It is possible that the rea
son many of the issues are not being address to our satisfaction is because there is
only a relatively small group of student proactively taking part in shaping universi
ty policy. Matt Duda wrote last week about the poor attendance at a Student
Government meeting intended for the specific purpose of addressing these policies.
We all have legitimate concerns, there are specific people on campus who are
responsible for different issues and it is our responsibility as concerned students to
approach them. The underlying belief is if somehing is truly important to you, you
will act on it.
The the faculty and staff, I encourage you to do what you can to sack the ivory
walls that dissociate and separate our university community. Sacred Heart provides
an amazingly unique opportunity in that we must all take an active role in society if
the university is to fulfill its missions.
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Smoking still remains all over SHU’s campus
Recent study shows a 28 percent increase in students who smoke
By Megan Ambrose
Contributing Writer

File Photo

Around four million college students around the nation smoke.

Smoking is prevalent on
college campuses all over the
nation. Many students start
smoking when they get to col
lege and others continue the
habit throughout their college
experience.
Nonetheless, this has been
an ongoing concern for many
universities and the number of
smokers on campuses has
steadily been increasing.
A
recent
Harvard
University study found that
nearly 30 percent of college stu
dents, that is comparable to a
total of four million students,
smoke cigarettes. This repre
sents a 28 percent increase from
just six years ago.
This is apparent among
Sacred Heart students who think
that smoking is a serious prob
lem on this campus. Many stu
dents are concerned about the
health of these smokers and the
condition of the campus.
“You can tell how many
students smoke from the over
flowing ashtrays and the cov
ered ground,” said Francesca

Davi, a junior from N.Y. who is
a smoker. “I remeipber fresh
man year going out in front of
South Hall and seeing half the
freshman class out there smok
ing a cigarette,” she added.
Even the Buildings and
Grounds crew, who are delegat
ed to clean up all the cigarette
paraphernalia on campus are
witnessing first hand the aftermath of smokers.
“I think it is unsightly,” said
Joe Rosa, supervisor of roads
and grounds. “...It is becoming
hard to control,” he added.
Rosa, who is a smoker,
believes that it is the smoker’s
responsibility to clean up after
himself or herself.
“It seems that people who
smoke don’t care about the nonsmokers,” said Rosa.
Some students have found
that the smoking on Sacred
Heart’s campus has been steadi
ly increasing in the past few
years.
“I think that over the three
years I’ve been here I’ve seen
more students with cigarettes
now than ever before,” said
Heather Coonradt, a non-smoker
from Ithaca, N.Y.

“If I see three people walk
ing to class it is guaranteed that
one of them has a cigarette in
her hand,” she added.
“It is terribly depressing to
see these college students smok
ing,” said Kim Winter, manager
of the tobacco control programs
for the American Lung
Association of Connecticut.
Winter attributes this to
kids who start to smoke at an
early age and are unaware of the
various consequences of smok
ing.
“Those kids who started
smoking when they were 10 are
developing diseases such as
lung cancer or emphysema in
their 30’s,” said Winter.
The Counseling Center on
campus does offer programs to
help students to quit smoking.
“Any student who chooses
to stop smoking is to be admired
for willing to try,” said Sr. Anne
Louise Nadeau, director of
Personal Counseling.
Students can contact Sr.
Nadeau and other members of
the counseling staff by calling
371-7955 or by going to the cen
ter, which is located on Park
Avenue across from East Hall.

New improvements are being
Campus Happenings
made to media studies classrooms College Republicans meeting coming up
By Leann Doyle
Contributing Writer

Media studies majors com
plain no more. The media stud
ies classroom, located next to
the Administration Building has
long been criticized for uncom
fortable seating, which causes
students to lose their attention
span.
But media studies students
may be sitting pretty in the near
future.
The metal folding chairs
that are currently in the studio
will soon be replaced with
newer, more comfortable
chairs.
Unlike the tables located in
classrooms throughout the
Academic Building, single
desks seem to be more function
al in a multi-purpose room like
the media studies room for
screenings and hands-on pro
ductions.
Responsible for the upcom
ing change is the Vice President
of Academic Affairs, Thomas
Forget, and Eilene Bertsch,
assistant vice president for
Academic Affairs.
Forget said the new seating
is just the beginning of some
changes that the media studies
classroom will undergo in the
next few semesters.
“I will scour our available
resources for this year to see if

there is some way to make some
immediate improvement, and I
will seek improvement in this
space in future planning,” said
Forget.
Some students feel that the
University tends to overlook the
opportunity to improve condi
tions in the media studies class
room and causes the department
to be neglected.
Others feel that change is
needed in the classroom and the
way in which it is set up makes
it very difficult to learn.

^7 will scour our
available resources
for this year, and I
will seek immediate
improvement in this
(media studies) space
in future planning,”Thomas Forget,
vice president for
Academic Affairs
“Being that most media
classes are two and one half
hours long, it gets very uncom
fortable to sit there,” said Mike
Toto, a junior media studies
major.
“New chairs would indeed
by a much needed improve

ment,” he added.
Some professors lecturing
in the Academic Building prefer
separate tables and chairs
instead of individual desks cur
rently in use.
Bertsch is seeking to move
new desks and chairs into the
classroom as soon as possible.
Despite some speculation
that the new desks are long
overdue, media studies faculty
welcomes the improvement as
well.
Jim Castonguay, a profes
sor of media studies who for
mally taught at the University
of Michigan, is used to teaching
in large lecture halls and feels
that although the equipment in
Sacred Heart’s studio is good,
the lack of space in the class
room could provide for some
distractions.
“If you’re not comfortable,
you cannot learn,” said
Castonguay. “But I think these
new chairs will help the mat
ter.”
Castonguay also said that
the media studies department is
working hard at looking at other
classroom options as the
University grows.
For now, the new change
will improve conditions in the
media studies room and allow
students to concentrate less on
discomfort and more on learn
ing.

The organization with over 1,500 active members in
Conn, will be meeting soon. The meeting will take place
at 7 p.m. on Oct. 17 outside the Mahogany Room. For
information, call Alexis Harrison at 374-1170.

Celebrate Octoberfest this Friday night
The German Coffeehouse is rescheduled for Friday
night at 7:30 in the Faculty Lounge. Celebrate the start
of the year with an evening full of sights and sounds of
Oktoberfest. Live accordion music and traditional style
dancing will be on tap. Gourmet coffee and tea will be
served. Free for SHU students, general admission is $8.

Tango Around the World coming Oct. 14
Variations of the tango from Argentina to Europe
are showcased by international artist, Antonella, at the
Argentinean Coffeehouse on October 14 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Faculty Lounge. A glamorous and unique presenta
tion that will not fail to captivate your imagination.
Live band accompaniment. Refreshments will be
served. The event is free for SHU students with I.D.
and $8 for general admission.

Fencing Team looking for new sign-ups
All men and women are encouraged to sign-up for
the Sacred Heart University fencing team. The winter
season runs from November to February and members
participate on a Divison 1 level. Practices are from 8 to
10 a.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at the
Pitt Center lower level. For information, contact Coach
Ciccarone at 778-0808.
-Compiled by Mike Kuchar
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SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY

lATINO HEMTAOE
MONTH

‘99

‘UNITED WE STAND, TOGETHER WE CELEBRATE’
Tuesday, October 5th

Tuesday, October 19th

Latino Film Series •
1st in a series of four movies

Latino Film Series 3rd in a series of four movies

“Ml FAMILIA”

“LIKE WATER FOR
CHOCOUTE”

A story about the struggles of a Mexican
family in Los Angeles. (In English)
Join us for this movie over popcorn and soda.
FREE

12:00 NOON, HAWLEY LOUNGE

Thursday, October 7th
Opening Ceremonies

THE OFFICIAL KICK-OFF FOR
UTINO HERITAGE MONTH.
Rosa Correa, Director of Governor Rowland’s
Southwest Office in Connecticut will present
an inspiring lecture to our university
community. Brief cultural performance to
follow. Mexican and Peruvian refreshments
CAn/A/l

POPP

1:00 PM, MAHOGANY ROOM

Tuesday, October 12th
Latino Film Series 2nd in a series of four movies

“NIGHT OF THE ASSASSINS”
A piay about revoiutionaries in Cuba
(in Spanish w/Engiish subtities)
Join us for this movie over popcorn and soda.
FREE

12:00 NOON, HAWLEY LOUNGE

Thursday, October 14th
ARGENTINEAN
COFFEEHOUSE, “TANGO
AROUND THE WORLD”
Variations of the tango from Argentina to
Europe are showcased by internationai artist,
Antonella. Live band accompaniment
Refreshments and gourmet coffee served.
FREE for students wHD. $8/General Pubiic.

7:30 PM, FACULTY LOUNGE

Friday, October 15th
PINATA BREAKING
Try your hand at breaking a pinata • a
papermache craft decorated with crepe paper
and filled with candy and prizes. FREE

12:30 PM, DINING HALL

Sunday, October 17th
BILINGUAL MASS
Join us for a celebration of mass during
Latino Heritage Month.

9:00 PM, OLD GYM

A film about the struggle for love in a
tradidonai Mexican family.
(Spanish w/EngUsh subtities)

12:00 NOON, HAWLEY LOUNGE

Sunday, October 24th
YOUTH CONFERENCE:
“IMPROVING RACE
RELATIONS”
A conference to cultivate positive relations
across the divisions of race, religious
affiliation and municipality. Join us for a
chance to meet students from other
universities and high schools to discuss
issues on race and solutions. Dinner served.
Participation is by reservation only. Please
contact Sister Margaret Palliser at
371-7840
Coordinated by the Council of Churches.

3:00 PM - 7:00 PM, FAIRFIELD
UNIVERSITY (OAK ROOM)

Tuesday, October 26th
Latino Film ^ries • Final film

“THE FREAK”
stand up comedy act by John Legulzamo.
A monologue on growing up with strong
Latin roots

12:00 NOON, HAWLEY LOUNGE

Friday, October 29th
A GRAND PERFORMANCE BY
25 MEMBERS FROM THE
UTIN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
WILL SWEEP YOU OFF
YOUR FEET!
A variety show highlighting performances
ranging from songs to dances like the
merengue, salsa, and hip-hop.
FREE for SHU students w/ID.
$5/General Public, $3/students (non-SHU).

TIME: 7:30 PM, UNIVERSITY THEATRE

Saturday, November 6th
ANNUAL SEMIFORMAL,
“NOCHE TROPICAL”
Our final event to celebrate Latino Heritage
Month. Various dishes prepared by local
restaurants and our students will be served.
Dance the night away to the sound of popular
and traditional Latino music.
Dress to impress.
Admission: $10, $12/at the door

8:00 PM-2 AM, OLD GYM
Latino Heritage Month is sponsored by La Hispanidad,The Intemationai/Muiticuiturai Center,
GE Schoiars, Office of Residentiai Life, Office of Student Affairs, Deita Phi Kapp ,
Omega Phi Kappa, and Taco Loco Restaurant
For updates and additionai information on Latino Heritage Month piease contact
The Intemationai/Muiticuiturai Center at (203) 365-7614 or Ali Silverio at (203) 416-3269

Arts & Entertainment

Fall theater season starting A&E Briefs
By Betania Magalhaes
Contributing Writer

Last week, well over sixty
students gathered in the Schine
Auditorium to audition for
SHU’s fall theater production,
“Critical Mass.”
This was, by far, the largest
audition turnout to date.
Theater veterans competed
against a crowd of freshman
newcomers for parts in the night
of one-act play and music.
Eventually, a cast of fifty
was selected, a SHU fall produc
tion record. Nine more students
are involved as directors and
production managers.
“Critical Mass” is student
produced, and a number of plays

are directed by theater profi
cients like senior Erin Lozano,
sophomore Cheryl Tichelaar and
sophomore Music Director
Keith Smolinski.
Every aspect of the produc
tion’s design will be prepared for
the students by the students. Be
prepared for a night of side-split
ting comedy and toe-tapping
music.
In the spirit of student
involvement in the theater,the
Student Appreciation Night at
“Critical Mass,” will be at 8
p.m. on Nov. 17.
If people cannot make this
free Wednesday-night show, a
weekend performance will be
held. They are at 8 p.m. on Nov.
12, 13, 19 and 20, and at 3 p.m.
on Nov. 21.

Also, be looking out for
SHU’s Alcohol Awareness Play.
Its seven-member cast is direct
ed by faculty member Mark
Edwards.
Each cast member has writ
ten a monologue about alcohol’s
effect on everyone’s life.
Cast member Gary Baril
describes the production as,
“eye-opening.”
These performances are free
to SHU students with a proper
ID card.
Performances are at 10 a.m.
on Oct. 25 and at 1 p.m. on Oct.
26 and 28 in the Theater.
SHU’s fall theater season is
shaping up to be a memorable
one, so support fellow students
and faculty members.

Carrot Top fires up SHU
By Matt Duda
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Last Thursday’s comedy act
in the Pitt Center started with a
bang, literally.
Carrot Top, the famed
comedian/inventon’^^fbok '"'the
stage after a deafening explosion
jolted the 700 in attendance.
The fire-headed comic held
that energy constant throughout
his two hour act, delighting the
crowd with his wacky inventions
and taking a few jabs at Sacred
Heart.
“Man this is a small school,
the library only comes up to here
on me,” he joked while pointing
to his belt.
Carrot Top, A.K.A. Scott
Thompson, produced a variety
of creations that enticed giggles
and roars of laughter from the
crowd, including a pint-sized
grocery cart for Ally McBeal.
The Florida Atlantic gradu
ate poked fun at everything from

Bill Clinton to Shania Twain,
and SHU’s alcohol policy was a
prime target for ridicule. “Dry
campus? OK, give me a Bud
Dry,” he teased.
SHU’s ban on alcohol didn’t
stop the comedian from chal
lenging senior Kevin Joyce of
Amityvillel N.Y?rtb“ a drinking
contest, albeit with a few bottles
of O’Doules. ‘
“Fake beer? That’s no fun,”
Carrot Top complained. “Maybe
I’ll get into a fake fight later.”
Judging from the roars of
laughter throughout the perform
ance and the standing ovation at
the end, it’s doubtful that many
went home disappointed. “It
rocked. I haven’t laughed that
hard in a long time,” said Cheryl
Janus, a junior from Clark, N.J.
Shannon Pine, a Trumbull
native and senior at Southern
Connecticut State, said the $7
admission was well worth it.
“I’d seen him a little on televi
sion but he was so much better
in person.”

The highlight of the night
was a furious grand finale that
had Carrot Top racing around the
stage while dressing up like rock
stars. While a collage of music
blared, Carrot Top donned wigs
and costumes while parodying
Aerosmith, Pink Floyd, and oher
bands.
The only disappointment on
the night was low attendance.
Lucie Davis, the community
service and fundraising chair
man for the Student Events
Committee, said that many more
people were expected to attend.
“We planned for about
3,000-4,000 people,” Davis said.
“We’re disappointed with the
low turnout. We definitely wish
more people would have come.”
Davis said that the low
attendance hurts S.E.T. finan
cially. “It definitely impacts our
budget at this point,” she said.
Davis added that this events
attendance won’t inhibit S.E.T.’s
effort to schedule a popular act
for the spring concert.

Upcoming Coffeehouses
Join the International Center as they present two
new coffeehouses. The first is a German Coffeehouse,
which will celebrate the sights and sounds of
Oktoberfest. There will be live accordian music and
traditional dancing, along with German foods and
treats to sample. The festivities begin at 7:30 p.m. in
the Faculty Lounge.
The second will be an Argentinean coffeehouse.
The coffeehouse will feature variations of the Tango
throughout the world. This will take place on Oct. 14
at 7:30 p.m. General admission for these two events
is $8, and they ask a $5 from faculty and staff. For
more information, contact Grace Lim at 365-7614.

Depiction of women in the media
Sacred Heart wil host prominent women’s issues
speaker Camille Cooper. Cooper is a new-comer to
the University, but is no stranger to the public eye,
She has appeared on television, in shows such as
General Hostpital and Knots Landing, and in various
films within the last 10 years. She will speak to stu
dents about the depiction of women in the media, and
the myths surrounding them. The speech, which is
sponsored by SET, begins at 8 p.m. in the theater.

Stamford Center for the Arts
The O’Jays, responsible for such hits as
“Emotionally Yours” and “Keep On Lovin’ Me” can
be seen at the Palace Theater in Stamford tomorrow
night at 8 p.m. Tickets are $40
At the Rich Forum, the Obie Award-winning new
play “Dinner with Friends” will take center stage.
This pre-Broadway production is about two couples
losing and then finding each other.
For information on these events, contact the box
office at 325-4466.

Upcoming senior events
The Outpost Pub will hold another Senior Pub
night on Oct. 20. The event is sponsored by the Class
of 2000, and begins at 10:00 p.m.

New movie is in jeopardy of losing viewers
By Frances Moore
A&E Editor

When I first saw the pre
views for “Double Jeopardy,” a
film which is currently playing
in theaters everywhere, I
thought that it looked (excuse
my bluntness) dumb.
Despite my reservations,
however, I went to see it last
week. I was not surprised to
find that predictions were cor
rect. I completely hated the
movie.
I mean, come on, how many
times are we going to see
Tommy Lee Jones in this type of
Fugitivesque roll? His character
is an ex-law professor, and cur
rent parole officer/alcoholic. He
plays our hard-boiled hero, who

puts his career at riSk to help a
wrongly accused felon, played
by Ashley Judd.
Judd portrays a woman,
wrongly convicted of killing her
husband, whose main goal now
is to get her son back. Though
her character suffers unimagin
able tragedies, her acting style
could only be called dead-pan
(an attribute that is wonderful
for comedians, but not for dra
matic actors).
But it wasn’t the acting, or
the actors themselves that I
found so upsetting. Rather, it
was the plot.
A woman seems to be in the
perfect marriage, has the perfect
best friend and perfect child.
But this is only an illusion. Her
husband organizes a plan to fake

his own murder, and run off with
his new love. He frames his
wife so that their child will
inherit the insurance money, and
he and his love interest (which
is, surprise, surprise, the best
friend) leave town with the kid
in tow.
Though sentenced to some
thing like 30 years in prison,
Judd’s character gets out on
parole in just six years. She has
figured out what happened, and
is willing to do anything to get
her son back.
She has learned from her
new prison buddies that she can
actually kill her husband with
out getting in trouble, since she
has already been convicted of
that crime, hence the title,
“Double Jeopardy.” -

After prison, she has to live
in a housing complex for
women who are out of jail or on
parole.
And you’ll never guess who
the parole officer is. That’s
right. Tommy Lee Jones, known
in the film as “Layman.”
Right away they have a
connection. She feels sorry for
him after she hears of his hard
life, and he secretly admires her
strength, and believes that she is
innocent.
She manages to escape
from Layman, who is, apparent
ly, the only officer of the law
concerned with the recapture of
this convicted murderess.
Layman’s pursuit of her
leads him to New Orleans,
where Judd has found her hus

band, who is living under an
assumed name.
I don’t want to spoil the
ending for those of you who are
interested in seeing the film, but
you can probably figure it out
yourself. I will tell you this,
though, and I’m sure you’ll be
surprised, after a violent physi
cal struggle between husband,
wife and parole officer, there is a
happy ending.
With elementary writing,
and mediocre acting, “Double
Jeopardy” impressed me very
little.
On the other hand, howev
er, if you saw the previews, and
thought it looked like a film you
might like, then you’ll probably
like it. But for me, my expecta
tions were unchanged.
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Center for the Performing Arts commences fall season
Special to the Spectrum

Contributed Photo

(From left to right) Robert S. Fallon, James Thornton, Josh Fein, David. F. Savo, Chris
Simpson, Pat Crossin and Chris Dinolfo take the stage as craps-shooters in “Guys and Dolls.”

Community museum spon
sors amalgam of activities
Ridgefield’s Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art is holding
a variety of events this fall for the enjoyment of the community. All
proceeds from these events benefit the cultural programs at the
Aldrich Museum:
Art exhibit- “Faith: The impact of Judeo-Christian Religion
on Art of the Millenium,” opens tomorrow. The exhibit will
explore the complex relationship of contemporary art to Judaism
and Christianity. It will also highlight recent tendencies in art that
are often ignored in the current art discourse because of prohibi
tions in the largely secular art world. The museum will present a
symposium addressing the exhibition’s theme at 6 p.m. tomorrow
night, at The Drawing Center in New York City.
Apples and Art-What could be lovlier than a crisp, fall day at
the beautiful Buckhom estate in Pound Ridge? Bring your family,
friends and a basket for all the apples you can pick in one of the
area’s loveliest sculpture gardens. The festivities begin at 12:30 to
4 p.m. on Oct. 9. Cider will be on tap with cookies and light
refreshments. A personal tour will begin at 3 p.m. by the estate
owners, giving artistic insight to their gorgeous outdoor comtemporary sculpture collection.
Open-Mic Nights- New on the agenda this fall. “Rhyme and
Reason” will, for the first time, offer a series of open-mic evenings
for poets. The first scheduled evening will be Oct. 15. The poetry
open-mic nights are a great opportunity to open up the floor to
everyone. Call a friend, and bring the page of your most recent
work, and enjoy the evening of poetry open-mic talent.
Time Warp Films-Come for a fun journey beyond the story
line and into the implied, subtle work of the director. It’s about
image, camera angles and film layering. For movie lovers, it’s
about a Saturday night out. Join host Peter Concilio Oct. 16 for the
showing of the film “The Graduate.” The show begins at 7 p.m.,
$8.50 for students, $12.50 for adults. All are welcome, the series is
designed with students in mind.
The Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art is located in Ridgefield on Route 35.
For directions and reservations, call themuseum at 438-4519. The Buckhom
estate is approximately twenty minutes from Ridgefield

LOG ON...

SECURE YOUR PLACE!

SENIOR PORTRAITS
FOR THE

PROLOGUE 2000 YEARBOOK
ARE NOW BEING SCHHXJLED
FOR THE WEEK OF

OCTOBER 18th
LOG ON TO

WWW.OURYEAR.COM
(password/id: 328)
TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT

or
CALL1-800-OUR YEAR (687-9327)

during normal business hours

The Center for the Performing Arts at Sacred Heart
University will open its first performance of the fall
season with “Guys and Dolls,” the musical comedy
about gambling, romance and salvation.
Robert S. Fallon, who has been seen in numerous
Center productions, plays Nathan Detroit, a gambler
who has to change his ways for his love interest.
Center veteran Maureen Hamill is the show’s
director, and Charles Wade is the musical director.
The timeless music and lyrics of Frank Loesser can be
heard from Oct. 15 through Oct. 24.
Performances are on Fridays and Saturdays at 8
p.m., and Sundays at 3 p.m. For tickets, which range
from $12 to $18, contact the theater box office at 3742777.

‘Venus’ reaches new altitudes
Special to the Spectrum
“No one event shaped this
record,” said Tori Amos about
her album “to venus and back.”
“I just let my observations
take over. I sort of became a
camera orbiting around Venus’
heart. You have to keep taking
adventures and exposing your
self,” said Amos.
A uniquely conceived two
CD/cassette set, the transcen
dent “to venus and back” is
Amos’ fifth solo release, follow
ing close on the heels of 1998’s
celebrated “from the choirgirl
hotel.”
The artist’s current musical
journey- -begins*'
orbiting,” a collection of all-new
Amos songs, while the second
half, “venus live, still orbiting,”
gathers together in-concert highpoints of 1998’s “Plugged”
world tour.
The album’s origins go
back to early 1999, when Tori
started culling together tracks
for an odds-and-sods collection
of B-sides and rarities.
Instead, to her surprise, a
bounty of new songs began to
flow.
“It became quite exciting,
because we had no idea we were
cutting a new record. It just
grabbed me by the throat, really.
We ended up working around
the clock and putting it together
pretty quickly,” she said.
“venus orbiting”
was
recorded with her “plugged”
band-drummer Matt “The
Human Loop” Chamberlain,
bassist Jon Evans, guitarist
Steve Caton and Tori herself on
Bosendorfer piano, synths and
vocals-at
the
Martian
Engineering studio in Cornwall,
England.
The entirety of “to venus
and back” was produced by
Amos, and recorded and mixed
by Mark Hawley and Marcel
van Limbeck.
“Being my own producer,
no one can make me turn on my
artist,” said Amos.
“Obviously, I have a team
of musicians and engineers
around me that I respect. And
when one of them has a sugges
tion, I-as ‘the producer’-will lit
erally change my shoes and let
‘the artist’ leave the room for all
our sakes.”

Photo by Francesca Sorrenti

Tori Amos provides a blend of old and new songs in her most
recent album, “to venus and back.”
The album opens with the women took. The desert heard
turbulent “Bliss,” a dissection of the breathing of the killers as
the complexities inherent in the well. It’s an antithesis to ‘Me
relationship between a father and a Gun’ because the song was
and a daughter.
very much about the girl’s per
Glistening with liquid spective, and this is coming
synths, “1,000 Oceans” is a sim from a perspective that saw both
ple and beautiful love song, sides.”
while “Glory of the 80’s” chron
“venus live, still orbiting,”
icles Amos’ halcyon days on the the second half of Amos’ latest
Sunset Strip, a time of big hair, sonic excursion, collects an
bustiers, and professionally eclectic and mesmerizing assort
ripped jeans.
ment of Amos songs captured
1998’s
acclaimed
One of the album’s most during
powerful moments comes with “Plugged” tour of the world,
“Juarez,” a song bom after Amos’ first tour with a full band.
Amos read an article in “The
Rather than a Greatest Hits
Guardian” (UK) in early 1998 in-concert souvenir, “venus live,
about the infamous Mexican still orbiting,” compiles what
border town where several hun Tori and her mates feel are the
dred women have been raped most special musical moments
and murdered in unsolved inci of their year-long trek around
dents over the past decade.
the globe.
As Amos and her band
More importantly, the songs
toured through Texas, the song are presented just as they were
writer felt the psychic pull of the originally performed.
bloodied desert.
“There are no overdubs,”
“The voices were loud and says Amos of the live tracks.
clear,” she recalls, “and they “Just remixed with care...and
haunted me until I finished writ tarted up a little bit.”
ing it.”
Just as the planet it is
For the songwriter, “Juarez” named for, “to venus and back”
serves as somewhat of a coro- is, says Amos, “an emotional
lary to her timeless “Me and a elixir, with a little bit of
Gun.”
Dionysian frenzy thrown in,
Amos chose to write the which resonates with the feeling
song from a point of view of the world, not the thinking worlddesert because “the desert heard where blood and wine become
the last breaths these young one.”
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Pioneers skate to make wish come true
By Ed Bourget
Contributing Writer

The Pioneer hockey season
began last Friday night at the
Milford Ice Pavilion. The third
annual Red-White scrimmage
was held to benefit the Make-AWish Foundation.
Head coach Shaun Hannah
not only used the game to solid
ify his roster for the upcoming
season, but it served as a dual
cause to raise money for charity.

“There were four main
objectives we had coming into
this game,” said Hannah. “We
wanted to see players in a game
situation so we could make the
final decisions on players.”
“Also, it is an icebreaker for
the season and a great way to
brin;g people into the rink and
raise money for charity at the
same time.”
The attendance at this
year’s game raised $403 for
Noah, a four-year-old with
Wilms’Tumor, a cancer that

affects the kidneys. Noah’s wish
is to go to Disney World with his
family. With the help of the
team, his wish will come tme.
On the game side, the
White team defeated the Red
13-7. Freshman Martin Paquet
led all players with five points.
He scored a goal in each period
and added two assists.
The Red team let the game
slip away in the second period
when they were outscored 6-1.
Lloyd Tennant scored two goals
in the losing effort while

Richard Naumann led teh Red
team with-one goal and two
assists.
The Pioneers will have
many new faces this year.
Making the squad were 12
freshmen. Seven forwards, four
defensemen, and one goaltender.
“The fi'eshmen have been
working hard so far this year,”
said junior Eric Drake.
“Hopefully they will improve
our team so we can win some
more games this year.”

Football: St. Francis edges Pioneers in waning moments
Continued from page 12
Jason Galotte nailed the
game-winning 39-yard field
goal with 3.7 seconds remain
ing.
SHU coach Tom Radulski
summed up the contest.

"Disappointing," he said. "We
put ourselves in a position to
win the game, and we just
couldn’t do it.
Although Sacred Heart
posted its best offensive effort
this season, Wilkinson said the
unit needs to perform better.
"Our defense played great," he

said. "But when we get it into
the red zone, we gotta score."
Radulski attributed the loss
to several offensive miscues.
"We made a lot of mistakes,"
Radulski said. "We turn the ball
over too much.”
“For us to win a football
game, regardless of who we’re

playing, we can not make mis
takes," Radulski added.
The Pioneers take on Stony
Brook in an NEC match-up at 2
p.m. Saturday at Campus Field.
The Seawolves defeated SHU
22-7 during the teams’ last meet
ing in 1997.

Field Hockey: team still struggling to find the answers
Continued from page 12
In the team’s only win so far
for the year, SHU outshot
UMass-Lowell 20-15 and was
able to find nine penalty comers
versus only six for UMass.
That win ended a three

game slump for the team, but
since then, SHU hasn’t been
able to find the answers it needs,
leading to a 1-9, 0-4 NEC
record.
Falcone feels the teams’
skills had a lot do with the loss
to Siena.
“Our skills, all around

weren’t good,” said Falcone.
“We did try hard, we had a lot of
good ideas, but we weren’t stop
ping the ball...we weren’t
receiving the ball well.”
“I think that caused a lot of
breakdowns for us.”
Defensively for the team,
goalkeeper Ginny Capicchioni

(junior, Oradell, N.J.) made
eight saves in the game.
“I think they played real
well, they’re doing a lot of good
things,” said Falcone.
Sacred Heart will host divi
sion opponents Monmouth and
Rider this Saturday and Sunday
at Campus Field.

Guarneri:
Junior goalie
leads ECAC
Continuedfrom page 12
Fallon admits that Guarneri
hasn’t had to improve much
fi-om her freshman year.
“She’s always been good,”
said Fallon. “She’s really quick,
maybe her quickness has
improved a little. Her confi
dence has also improved a lit
tle.”
“She’s learned more about
the entire game and seeing the
whole field.”
According to Fallon, it
takes a certain type of person to
play the position, and Guarneri
fits the profile.
“It takes a certain type of
person, the mental ability,” said
Fallon. “She’s that type of per
son... she’s nuts.”
“She’ll come into the
office, mild mannered. Then on
the field her whole attitude
changes. She’s out there to win,
she’s very loud.”
Fallon can look forward to
not just finishing the season
with the star, but having her
around for one more year.
“Good goalkeepers are
hard to find,” said Fallon.

MIDNIGHT MADNESS 1999
The Madness is Coming!

tsA

Sponsored By:

|\Al (il RAl- SKAS()\
Division ij

Pitt Center doors will open
at 10:45 pm on Friday, October 15th

Sacred Heart Pioneers
Men’s and Women’s Basketball
See the teams for the first time in 1999

Fridayy October 15th
12:00 pm Midnight FREE!
William H. Pitt Center
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Sports Schedule
October 7-13
Today
Tennis (M)(2-2) @
Seton Hall 3:00 p.m.

Sunday
Field hockey vs. Rider
University 12:00 p.m.

Friday
Soccer (M)(2-6) @ St.
Francis 1:00 p.m.

Soccer (W) @ Robert
Morris 1:00 p.m.

Soccer (W)(2-5) @ St.
Francis 3:00 p.m.
Tennis (W)(1-3) vs.
Stonybrook 3:30 p.m.

Soccer (M) @ Robert
Morris 3:00 p.m.
Volleyball (W) @
Quinnipiac College 1:00
p.m.

Saturday
Field hockey (1-9) vs.
Monmouth 10:00 a.m.

Tuesday
Field hockey vs. Brown
University 3:00 p.m.

Volleyball (1-20) vs.
UMBC 1:00 p.m.

Soccer (W) @ Wagner
College 3:30 p.m.

Football (1-4) vs.
Stonybrook 2:00 p.m.

Wednesday
Volleyball @ Yale
University 7:00 p.m.

Sacred Heart
Athlete of the
Week______________
Heather Stockton
The junior run
ner for the cross
country team was
the champion of the
Connecticut
Intercollegiate
Cross-Country
Championships two
weeks ago, defeat
ing the regionally
ranked top runner
from UConn by 16
seconds.
Over the week
end at the Fairfield
Invitational,
Stockton came out
on top again to lead
the Pioneers to
the victory with a
time of 19:04 and
setting a new course
record. It is Stockton’s
third career victory
and second in a
row.

Sports Briefs
X-Men, Queens of Heart rugby
The Queens took on Marist Saturday, losing their
first game of the season and the X-Men defeated Bard
College Sunday, 10-5.

Cross Country
The women’s team won the Fairfield University
Cross Country Invitational for the third straight year in
a row. The men took third for the second year in a row.
“Winning this meet for three straight years says a lot
about the character of the women we have in this pro
gram,” said Christian Morrison, coach of both teams. The
women placed four in the top 10 while Heather Stockton
won the race with a time of 19:04 to set a new course
record. The men were led by Brian Williams who had his
first top five finish of his career, placing fifth at 27:23.

Men’s soccer
The Pioneers lost to Oneonta, 5-0 then defeated the
University of Albany 4-1 at the Oneonta Invitational
over the weekend. Alex De Faria, Rui Moreira each
scored while Francesco Cartiera tallied a pair of goals.

Women’s Volleyball
The women were on the road this past weekend,
cometing in matches against the University of
Hartford, Dartmouth College, Yale University and
NEC member Long Island University. Tricia Moore
provided some offensive spark for the Pioneers, scor
ing 37 kills in the four contests.

Pioneer Classifieds
Childcare: Charming
horse farm with two chil
dren 3 and 5 need help.
Flexible hours. Some
afternoons and evenings.
Must be experienced,
drive own car, and have
good references. Fax
name, number, ect., to
255-2894. 255-5385 Voice
Spring Break 2000
“The Millenium” A new
decade...nee in Travel
Free Trips, Free Meals
and Drinks
Jamaica, Cancun,
Florida, Barbados,
Bahamas. Book Before
Nov. 5 for FREE Measls
& 2 Free Trips. Book
before DEC. 17 FOR
LOWER PRICES!! I800-426-7710 www.sunsplashtours.com
Babysitter needed for
7 and 4 year old girls.
Monday and Wednesday
noon to 5 p.m.. Nonsmoker. Own transporta
tion to work. Must drive.
Call 203-227-0063.
PART TIME HELP
WANTED. Leisure Tours
International, a spring
break tour operator, seeks
part time office help of
10-20 hours/week,
between 3 to 10 p.m..
Outgoing personality and
good phone skills a must!
$7.00/hour plus a free
spring break trip! Call
373-1700.

ACT NOW! Call for
the best spring break
prices! South Padre (free
meals), Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida and Mardi Gras.
Reps needed. Travel free,
earn $$$. Discounts for
64-. WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM / 800-8388203.
Wanted: Reliable
Family/Homework Helper.
5 miles from SHU cam
pus. Two to three after
noons per week 3:00 to
6:00-extra hours possible.
Initial days Monday,
Wednesday, Friday. Must
have acar and references,
non-smoker, prefer educa
tion major. Please call
Alicia at 374-7864.
Help Wanted:
Administrativ' Assistant.
$7/hr Filing, data entry,
office duties Best Friends
Pet Care. Norwalk, Conn.
Call: John Heyder, 203750-5210.
Part Time Child
Care: Fun, responsible
sitter needed to pick up at
school, supervise late
afternoons for two great
kids. 3-4 days/week 36:30 p.m. You must have
experience, car, and good
references. Call Dave:
227-4902 Eves: 254-9530

Employment Opportunities!
Students with an
Upbeat attitude and ready
smile are needed to fill
openings on our staff. We
will provide you with
great pay, a fun working
environment and a chance
to learn. Contact Chris at
Aspetuck Valley Country
Club 226-4701 or 3334580.
Spring Break 2000
with STS- Join America’s
#1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaiea, Mexico,
Bahamas', Cruises, and
Floida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call 1-800648-4849 or visit online
@ www.ststravel.com

Browse icpt.com for
Spring Break “2000”.
ALL destinations offered.
Trip participants. Student
Orgs & Campus Sales
Reps wanted. Fabulous
parties, hotels and prices.
Call Inter-Camps 800327-6013.
HELP WANTED
Preschool Teachers Asst.
Minimum 1 afternoon
effective immediately to
increase to 2/3 afternoons
in January. Addt’l substi
tute hours available.
Experience and/or educ.
required. $7.50/hr First
Steps Learning Center
Trumbull. 459-8194

PAID INTERNPT/College credit. FUN,
young. Technical
RECRUITING firm,
Southport. Internet
research, phone skills,
business/sales/marketing,
learn about CT/NY busi
ness, headhunters &
JOBS! 203-222-2222, fax
203-222-2223—Amanda
Overweight?

I lost 3 dress sizes in 10
Weeks, safely, finally!
Call me to find out how!
203-563-9055

Help Wanted. Wait staff.
No experience necessart.
FT/PT. Apply in person
or the Plaza Diner
Restaurant 925-5910, 737
Bridgeport Ave. Shelton.
Creative minds wanted
Part tirhe position in fun,
friendly environment.
Paint your own pottery.
Shop has flexible hours.
Weekends a must. 3191273.

EXTRA INCOME FOR
‘99
Earn $500-$ 1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For
details- Rush $1 with
SASE to GROUP FIVE,
6547 N. Academy Blvd.
PMB-N, Colorado

Springs, CO 80918

WRITERS
WANTED!!
Write for the
Spectrum,
an award
winning
weekly
newspaper
Writers
wanted for
all depart
ments.
Call 3717963 or
7966.
Ask for Matt
or Brian.

Athlete-of-the- Week
leads X-Country in race,
page 11
Ice hockey raises more
than $400
story, page 10
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4 seconds left, football can’t hang on
By Matt Duda
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Last season Sacred Heart
edged Northeast Conference foe
St. Francis (Pa.) on a last-second
field goal to give the Pioneers
their first and only league win.
The Pioneers found them
selves in another nail-biter with
the Red Flash last Saturday at
Campus Field, but this time it
was the opponent winning on a
late score. St. Francis edged
SHU 24-23 in front of 1,750
fans on Homecoming Weekend.
The Red Flash (1-4, 1-1
NEC) won their first NEC game
ever after suffering defeat in 14
previous league contests. St..
Francis had not earned a win
since 1997.
"We had numerous chances
to put the game away," said sen
ior tight end Chris Wilkinson, of
New Hartford, N.Y. "We’ve got
to play 60 minutes of football."
A nagging leg injury side
lined star tailback Kiheme
Cowan, forcing Wilkinson and

sophomore Brandon Graham to
lead the offense. Wilkinson
scored two touchdowns, catch
ing seven passes for 114 yards.
Graham, of Waterbury, rushed
35 times for 113 yards.
Freshman Eric Hernandez
started in place of Cowan. The
White Plains, N.Y., native fin
ished with 27 yards on 14 car
ries.
Senior Steve Ladd started at
quarterback for the first time
since suffering an injury in the
Pioneers’ (1-4,0-3 NEC) second
game of the season.
Ladd, who hails from
Newburyport, Mass., went 8-of18 for 120 yards with two touch
downs and an interception.
SHU lit up the scoreboard
first on a 3-yard touchdown run
by Graham.
The Pioneer
defense responded with an inter
ception by freshman comerback
Doug Geoffrey on the very next
play from scrimmage.
Geoffrey, who had two
picks in the game, returned the
ball to the 10-yard line, setting
up a Wilkinson touchdown and

Contributed Photo

SHU’s leading rusher, #29 Kiheme Cowan, didn’t play against St. Francis because of an injury.
Flash punched in six points from lead when freshman Craig
giving SHU a 14-0 lead.
Then it started to get ugly 2-yards out, but the runner, Capurso came up with his first
SHU’s
for the Pioneers. A fumbled Jeremy Swords, appeared to career interception.
punt return led to a St. Francis fumble on the goal line. offense could not run out the
touchdown, and the teams went Officials ruled the play a touch clock, and with no time-outs
left, the Red Flash’s West Coast
into halftime with SHU holding down.
St. Francis got the ball back offense drove 41 yards.
a 17-7 advantage.
With SHU leading 23-14 with 2:20 left in the game and
See Football, Page 10
and nine minutes left, the Red the Pioneers clinging to a 23-21

,

SHU goalkeeper named
“Goalie-of-the- Week”
By Kelly-Ann Franklin
Sports Editor

File photo

The field hockey team can’t quite catch up to its opponents this season.

Field hockey falls to Siena
By Kelly-Ann Franklin
Sports Editor

Down 2-0 to Northeast
Conference opponent Siena
College early in the first half, the
Lady Pioneers found themselves
in a familiar position.
However, just before the
break, Sarah Morrill (senior,
Augusta, Maine) launched the
ball past Saints goalkeeper Nora
Flansburg to lift her team up and
give SHU some momentum for
the second half.
But Siena took advantage of
the Pioneers’ inability to capital
ize on opportunities and was
able to hold on in the end, com
ing out on top, 3-2.
“I think we played hard, and
I think we dominated for the
good part of the game,” said
assistant coach Mary Ellen

Falcone. “We’re just having
trouble putting the b'all in the net
right now.”
That trouble can be seen
from just looking at the statistics
in this game alone.
Sacred Heart outshot Siena
18-13 and controlled penalty
comers in the game, finishing
the game with 16 while the
Saints only had five.
“We had a lot of chances, I
think the kids were hanging in
there and trying hard,” said
Falcone. “But they just weren’t
falling for us.”
At least two goals were
taken away from the Lady
Pioneers when the penalty cor
ner shot sailed high into the cor
ner of the box. According to the
rules, the shot off a comer must
hit the 18 inch lower portion of
the box to score.

Sacred Heart was able to
come close to the lead again in
the second half when Angela
Yuhas (freshman. East Lyme)
made it 3-2 with a tally in the
final 14 minutes of the game.
The team has come along
way since its season opener
against the University of Maine.
In that game, SHU could only
manage two shots and one
penalty comer versus the Black
Bears 17 shots and 12 comers.
From then on, the Lady
Pioneers
have
steadily
improved, despite their troubles
to notch one in the win column.
“They’ve come along way
since the beginning of the sea
son,” said Falcone. “It’s unfortu
nate that we can’t come off with
a victory.”

See Field Hockey, Page 10

In the game of soccer, high
light reels on ESPN tend to
show offensive moves and the
most flashy goals scored. Just
look at how often video clips of
Brandi Chastain of the U.$.
women’s
national
team
appeared after they won the
world cup.
But regardless of what
commentators think, there is
one position that the rest of the
team relies on day in and day
out to play well on a consistent
basis. The goalkeeper.
For
Sacred
Heart
University, no position is appre
ciated more when you have
Carlin Guameri protecting it.
“She is definitely one of the
best goalkeepers in New
England in all three divisions,”
said Jen Fallon, head coach of
the women’s soccer team.
“She’s an outstanding goalkeep
er.”
The junior goalkeeper from
West Haven was named
“Goalie-of-the-Week” by the
Eastern
College
Athletic
Conference (ECAC) last week.
Guameri tallied two shut
out wins two weeks ago against
Siena College and Mount St.
Mary’s, both 2-0 scores. The
wins were the 10th and 11th
shutouts of Guameri’s career.
“She works hard, she’s a
great athlete,” said Fallon.
“Every game it seems she’s
made one or two saves that...

Carlin Guameri
you can’t believe she made
them.”
She posted the school
record of seven shutouts last
year and still holds the record
this year. Guameri also is
ranked third in the Northeast
Conference in save percentage
(.814) and sixth in goalsagainst-average (1.83).
Some of her honors include
being named the New England
Collegiate
Conference’s
“Defensive player of the
year”and was named to the
National
Soccer Coaches
Association
of
America
Division II All-New England
Second Team.
Guameri and teammate
Elena Rosero were also the first
two Pioneers to ever receive
All-NECC 1st Team honors.
She appeared in every
minute of last year’s games,
posting a 1.22 goals against
average to help make her one of
the top Division II goalkeepers
in New England.

See Guameri, Page 10

